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Why employability 

• ‘Only students who don’t need jobs can afford an education 
that does not prepare them for the workplace, and very few 
are in this position’.  

(Maddalaine Ansell, CEO University Alliance, 2016) 
 

• ‘Making students aware of the world of work’ (Daly, 2013) 
 

• No ‘one size fits all’ (Yorke & Knight, 2006) 
 

• Stand-alone element vs. embedded throughout 
– ‘takes time to develo’p     (Yorke & Knight, 2006) 
– ‘together with actual subject content’  (Daly, 2013) 

 

• ‘Your CV is only the tip of the iceberg’ 
(A Lallana, O Helly, V Pastor-González, 2015) 

 
 



COMMUNICATION SKILLS + INTERCULTURAL SKILLS 

CV writing skills 

interview skills 

{self-motivation & awareness} 

{leadership} 

{working under pressure} 

{perseverance} 

{commercial awareness} 

{confidence} 

{organization} 

{negotiation & persuasion} 

{team work} 

{research skills} 

{problem solving} 

{digital literacy} 

Employability Iceberg  ©A. Lallana, V Pastor-Gonzalez, 2016 
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COMMUNICATION + SUBJECT SKILLS 

A STUDENT’S JOURNEY 
“making students aware of the world of work” (Daly, 2013: 5) 

A. Lallana, V Pastor-Gonzalez, 2015 
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COMMUNICATION + SUBJECT SKILLS 

{self-awareness} 

{basic creativity} 

{skills} 

[tasks] 
[introducing yourself] 

[scripted role plays] 

[talking about personality  
and skills] 

[applying for a job] 

{research & presentation skills} 

{problem solving} 

{team work} 

{peer assessment} 

[research projects] 

[case studies] 

[web quests] 

[wikis] 

[video blogs] 

{digital literacy} 

{interview skills} 

A. Lallana, V Pastor-Gonzalez, 2015 
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COMMUNICATION+SUBJECT SKILLS 

{perseverance} 

{intercultural 
competence} 

{skills} 

[tasks] 
[operating in the TL] 

{research skills} 

{commercial awareness} 

{adaptability} 

{negotiation and 
persuasion skills} 

[Dragon’s Den] 

[negotiation] 

[discussion boards] 

[debates on political 
and economic issues] 

{confidence} 

{self-motivation} 

{confidence} 

A. Lallana, V Pastor-Gonzalez, 2015 
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A Developmental Model 

Employability Through Language Learning: 
A Developmental Model 

looking in looking out being out fitting in 



{commercial awareness} 

{perseverance} 

{confidence} 

{digital literacies} 

{self-motivation & awareness} 

{negotiation & persuasion} 

{problem solving} 

{team work} 
{research skills} 

{?} 

CV writing skills 

interview skills 



Which of the following activities of the Level 6 
Spanish class have helped to improve it?  

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Proyecto #CulturaTandem (telecolab)

Negociando una franquicia

Study Abroad y tu desarrollo profesional

Elevator pitch: Tu  marca profesional en un minuto

Tu perfil LinkedIn en español

Consejos para trabajar en otro país

¿Cómo elegir la franquicia que se ajuste a mi perfil?

Pasos para crear una empresa

Feria de emprendedores

Negociando condiciones de expatriación

% 4 & 5  

% 4 & 5



How does learning languages enhance your employability? 

• learning a 3rd language has enhanced my self-esteem and has increased my 
employability a lot. At this moment I am attending multiple job-interviews where all 
interviewers are keener in my cultural intelligence and trilingualism.  

• It improved my cultural awareness and way of thinking  

• It shows a person is interested to learn about a new culture and has a brain that is 
skilled enough to learn another language. 

• it shows you are a hard worker and that you show an international focus, plus 
studying abroad shows that you are adaptable and can work with different people. 

• It is essential for understanding different cultures, including business partner or 
customers 

• researching in a FL enhances interpreting and understanding; presenting in a FL 
fosters self- confidence, learning a language shows interest to learn more  

• gives you flexibility to quickly switch between languages which is applicable to 
quickly switching tasks in a job;  

• provides discipline: vocabulary, grammar, repetition, an essential skill for jobs 

• it is an added value for your whole life 



Negotiation 
• Business knowledge gains 

– knowledge of franchises, of Spanish-speaking markets, etc. 

• Linguistic gains 

– fluency, vocabulary, formal register, spontaneous 
interaction (vs. presentation), confidence, etc. 

• Skills for working-in-Spanish 

– negotiating in Spanish,  

• Skills for work 

– Interact professionally, negotiation skills, interview skills, 
ability to convince of my reasons, keep a professional 
attitude throughout, be well-prepared before a meeting 



What have we learnt? 

• students evaluated subject-contextualised 
tasks vs skills and attributes activated through 
those tasks.  

• students internalise ‘employability’ when it is 
discussed or evidenced (holistic and a focused 
approach)   

• employability skills in learning a language for 
‘specific purposes’ (EFE) possibly not dissimilar 
to those in other modules (ELE or degree-
related). 
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COMMUNICATION + SUBJECT SKILLS   

A STUDENT’S JOURNEY 

looking in looking out being out fitting in 



Conclusions 

• Language lecturers can  

– raise awareness of hidden skills & attributes 

– encourage students to ‘sell’ them on to 
prospective employers  

– educate employers (ultimately)   

 

• ‘create a coherent narrative, a story that 
students understand and are able to sell to 
future employers’ 
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